
 

is just south of the Sorrento peninsula, that overlooks the Gulf of Salerno; to the  west 

is “Positano”  and to the east is “Vietri sul Mare”. It’s famous all over the world for its 

naturalistic beauty,  it’s considered  a Unesco world heritage site. All cities of the Amalfi Coast 

have their characteristics and traditions.  

Every year the “Historical regata” takes place between the end of May and the beginning of July.  

It’s a performance during which the cities of the ex-maritime republics compete each other. 

. resort comprises of 2 (two) small 

accommodations of 5-bed, located in the former 

"Palazzina Fanalisti of Amalfi".  Each accommodation 

is fenced, furnished and has a parking space. Each 

apartment has a living room-kitchenette with two sofa 

bed, bedroom with a king- size bed and bathroom, with 

sheets and towels.  The kitchen is equipped with crocks 

and pots. 

 

 

The nearest international airport of Naples is Capodichino. 

To reach Amalfi you can take a taxi, or get to Naples – piazza Garibaldi / central station – by 

public bus. From Piazza Garibaldi trains leave for Salerno at hourly intervals, and also the buses 

of the Sita company.   

Another alternative from the pier Beverello (reached by bus). 



 on motorway A3 (Naples- Salerno) exit Vietri sul Mare, and follow for Amalfi SS 163 just 

Km 30,5 ;  (when is traffic) motorway A3 exit Castellammare di Stabia, proceed for Agerola, 

after SS 366 and SS 163 just km 29,2. 

In the high season there are regulations that limit traffic - one way system, alternative number 

plates, maximum sizes of vehicles, we advise you to get information from the tourist offices before 

travelling.  

        the Cathedral, the Civic Museum of Paper and the Emerald sea cave.

      Villa Ruffolo, Villa Cimbron and the old borough.

    with little streets  going down  to the sea, full of handmade shoe shops and    

tailor-made clothes.

      the Correale private art museum, the old borough and the artisan shops.

            for painted and handmade ceramics.

Amalfi is also known for its fish meal and some typical products, such as , 

liqueur made from lemons; and preserved fish produced in Cetara.
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